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CRIME AND DISORDER (OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY) COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 
 

Wednesday 12 February 2014 
 
 

1. Apologies For Absence    
 

 To receive any apologies of absence.  
 

 

2. Declarations of Interest    
 

 To receive any declarations of interest from Members including the 
terms(s) of the Grant of Dispensation (if any) by the Audit Board or 
Managing Director.  
 

 

3. Confirmation of the Minutes of the meeting held on 24 Jul y 2013  (Pages 1 - 
12) 

 

4. Urgent Items [IF ANY]    
 

 The Chairman will announce his decision as to whether there are any 
urgent items and their position on the agenda.  
 

 

5. To consider references from other Committees (IF AN Y)   
 

 There are no references from other Committees at present.  
 

 

6. Regulation 9 Notice   (Pages 13 
- 16) 

 

 To consider any issues arising from the published Regulation 9 
Notice for the period 15 January to 31 May 2014.  
 

 

7. Dartford, Gr avesham and Swanley Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG) : Contribution to  Aims of the CSP  

 
 

  
 
Presentation by Dr Liz Hunt, DGS CCG Deputy Clinical Accountable 
Officer and Debbie Stock, DGS CCG Chief Operating Officer. 
  
 

 

8. Kent Police and C rime Panel (PCP)    
 



 

 To receive an overview of the workings of the Kent PCP from the 
Council’s representative on the Panel, Councillor A R Martin (Deputy 
Leader).  
 

 

9. Strategic Assessment 2013/14   (Pages 17 
- 34) 

 

 To consider the Strategic Assessment 2013/14 document, agreed by 
the Dartford & Gravesham Community Safety Partnership (CSP) at 
their meeting on 14 January 2014.   
 

 

10. Work Programme   (Pages 35 
- 36) 

 

 Members are invited to note the contents of the Committee’s rolling 
Work Programme for the current municipal year and beyond as 
updated, and to propose further topics for inclusion.  
   
 

 

11. Dates for future meetings    
 

 To note the dates proposed for future meetings of the Committee, 
subject to approval by the General Assembly of the Council at its 
Annual Meeting on 7 May 2014: 
 

(i) Wednesday 23 July 2014 ; 
 

(ii) Wednesday 11 February 2015   
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

CRIME AND DISORDER (OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY) COMMITTEE 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Crime and Disorder (Overview and Scrutiny) 
Committee held on Wednesday 24 July 2013. 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor R J Wells (Chairman) 
Councillor A S Sandhu, MBE (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor M J Bryant 
Councillor Mrs S P Butterfill 
Councillor D J Mote 
Councillor Mrs J A Rickwood 
Councillor M J Street 
 

  
 

 Dartford Borough Council Officers: - 
 

 Sheri Green – Strategic Director 
 Matt Roberts – Community Safety Officer, CSU 
 Kit Weller – CS&TF SO, CSU 

 
 

LEAD MEMBERS: 
 

Councillor Mrs A D Allen 
 

 
PRESENT TO RESPOND TO ISSUES RAISED BY THE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE: 
 
 C.I. Roscoe Walford 

 
Inspector Paul Cook 
 
Jim Parris 
Mat Honeysett 

– Dartford District Commander, Kent 
Police 

– Neighbourhood Inspector, Dartford 
CSU 

– Community Safety Manager, KCC 
– Area Manager, West Kent, KCWS 

 
 

   
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
The Vice-Chairman advised that the Chairman was delayed, but that 
Councillor R J Wells hoped to join the meeting as soon as possible.   
 
There were no apologies of absence from Committee members.  
 
The Vice-Chairman opened the meeting and welcomed the Committee’s 
guests from Kent County Council (KCC); Jim Parris (Community Safety 
Manager) and Mat Honeysett, Area Manager (West Kent) for the Kent 
Community Warden Service. Councillor Sandhu also welcomed Kent Police 
representatives C.I. Roscoe Walford, Dartford District Commander and Paul 
Cook, Neighbourhood Inspector, Dartford /CSU. 
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The presence of the Strategic Director and the Community Safety Officer, 
together with the Community Safety and Troubled Families Support Officer 
from Dartford CSU was also noted.   
 
Lead Member Councillor Mrs Ann Allen (Community and Tax Payer 
Involvement) was in attendance by standing invitation of the Committee, with 
apologies being received from Councillor Dave Hammock (Lead Member for 
Licensing, Obligations and Enforcement).  
 
Councillor R J Wells subsequently joined the meeting during the 
presentations. At Councillor Wells’ invitation, Councillor Sandhu continued as 
Chairman for the duration of the meeting.  
 
 

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

3. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 13 
FEBRUARY 2013  
 
  RESOLVED: 
 
That the Minutes of the meeting held 13 February 2013 be confirmed as 
accurate. 
 

4. URGENT ITEMS [IF ANY]  
 
There were no urgent items to consider. 
 

5. TO CONSIDER REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES (IF ANY)  
 
There were no references from other Committees. 
 

6. REGULATION 9 NOTICE  
 
  RESOLVED: 
 
That the contents of the Regulation 9 Notice for the period 15 June to 31 
October 2013 be noted. 
 

7. PRESENTATIONS ON COMMUNITY SAFETY AND THE KENT 
COMMUNITY WARDEN SERVICE  
 
The Vice-Chairman renewed his welcome to Jim Parris and Mat Honeysett 
from KCC and invited them to make their presentations. 
 
Community Safety 
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The Community Safety Manager gave Members a brief overview of the KCC 
community safety operation before expanding on the detail of his 
presentation.  
 
He advised Members that KCC’s community safety effort concentrated on 
‘front-end’ delivery, based on a county-wide assessment and commissioning 
process. This covered all areas of community safety operation and need, with 
the increasing support and involvement of Kent’s Police and Crime 
Commissioner. KCC’s current priorities were based around the ‘Trouble 
Families’ initiative, with increasing emphasis being placed on addressing the 
underlying issues ‘Troubled Families’ faced both in the short and long-term. 
 
Members were advised that KCC’s key community safety roles were to: 
provide partner data packs to district Community Safety Partnerships for their 
Strategic Assessments; produce the county level Strategic Assessment and 
draw-up Kent Community Safety Partnership Priorities; formulate the KCC 
Community Safety Framework Document 2012-15; initiate Domestic Homicide 
Reviews; host and support the Police and Crime Panel (PCP) plus a variety of 
Monitoring and Reporting duties. Specific details of these roles included: 
 
 
Strategic Assessments  (SAs)    
 
SAs are a statutory requirement under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998. 
Each of the 11 Kent Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) produced a 
district level Assessment document. The District Assessments were then used 
to inform the county-wide KCC Assessment for Kent. The data used to inform 
the individual SA documents was collected and collated by the KCC 
Community Safety Unit, based on data supplied by the 9 separate 
organisations plus 8 services within KCC. 
 
 
Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHR) 
 
DHRs were commissioned following particularly serious or complex domestic 
homicides and aimed at providing important learning points for future 
operations. DHRs were conducted by an appointed Chairman and involved all 
relevant Agencies involved in the original case conducting Individual 
Management Reviews (IMRs) as part of the DHR process. The final DHR 
report was sent to the Home Office for qualification, with ‘lessons learnt’ 
posted on Agency websites and used in media feedback exercises as 
appropriate. It was confirmed that no DHR had been conducted in Dartford. 
 
 
Kent Community Safety Partnership: CSA Priorities 
 
The 6 CSA priorities had been developed by Kent Police for use across the 
County and were incorporated into Strategic Assessments at District level.  
The 6 identified priorities were:  
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• Anti-Social Behaviour inc. Environmental 
• Domestic Abuse 
• Substance Abuse  
• Acquisitive Crime (i.e. thefts/shoplifting) 
• Violent Crime 
• Road Safety 

 
Cross-cutting themes for the 6 priorities were: 

• Early Intervention, Prevention & Education 
• Priority Neighbourhoods / Geographic Focus 
• Vulnerable Households & Individuals 
• Safeguarding Children & Young People 
• Reducing Re-offending 

 
 
Police and Crime Panel (PCP) 
 
KCC hosted the PCP and provided both policy support via the KCC 
Community Support team and secretarial and administrative support via KCC 
Member Services. The PCP comprised 20 Members from Kent and Medway 
District Authorities plus 2 independent Members. The principle role of the PCP 
was to: 

• Review, report and recommend on the plan, budget and decisions of 
the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC); 

• Hold confirmation hearings for the Chief Constable, Chief Executive 
and Chief Finance Officer. 

 
Monitoring and Reporting  
 

• The Safer Communities Portal was used to distribute data sets 
from Kent CSP agencies, including the Kent Police Data Pack; 

• KCC also sourced and collated datasets for inclusion in District 
Strategic Assessment documents; 

• KCC also produced the Kent Community Safety Agreement on a 
triennial basis; 

• Kent CSA produced monitoring reports for the 11 Kent District 
CSPs based around the 6 County priorities. 

 
It was agreed that Member’s questions would be taken following the 
presentation on the Kent Community Warden Service. 
 
Kent Community Warden Service (KCWS) 
 
Members received a second presentation from Mat Honeysett, Area Manager 
(West Kent) on the key themes and core objectives of the Kent Community 
Warden Service (KCWS), in contributing to community safety and social 
inclusion and helping to combat crime and anti-social behaviour (ASB).  
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Members were advised of the importance of partnership working between the 
KCWS and other Agencies across Kent including: Kent Police, British 
Transport Police, Kent Fire & Rescue Service, Environment Agency, NHS 
Foundation Trusts, S.E. Coast Ambulance Service, National Association of 
Social Workers, Citizens Advice Bureau (CAB), Dartford and Sevenoaks 
Councils and the Dartford & Gravesham Community Safety Partnership 
(CSP).  
 
Examples of partnership working included flood warning & response; hate 
crime; domestic abuse; the Troubled Families and Community Payback 
initiatives; Emergency Planning exercises; CSU tasking’s e.g. RVs, EVAs and 
Predictive Policing, multi-agency referrals/support. 
 
In June 2013 the Kent Chief Constable had granted two basic Police powers 
to be used by KCC Wardens to help them work more closely with Police and 
District authorities. KCC Wardens were now able to ask a person’s name and 
address in relation to acts of ASB e.g. littering, noise and dog fouling. 
Wardens will not be issuing Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs), but will supply 
statements to District authorities to enable prosecutions to be made. Wardens 
have also been given the power to legally and responsibly direct traffic in an 
emergency and help with emergency road closures and events when directed 
to do so by Police partners. Wardens have been issued new Hi-Vis clothing 
and their vehicles adapted with flashing beacons and graphics to enable them 
to safely undertake their new responsibilities.  
 
Members were advised that the role of the Community Warden would 
continue to evolve and develop in response to changing partner needs and 
other strategic requirements, however the Core Objectives remained: 
 

• To provide a reassuring conspicuous presence in the communities; 
• To tackle anti-social behaviour; 
• To act as the ‘eyes and ears’ for other Agencies; 
• To be a trusted friend for the community; 
• To improve access to local authority services; 
• To promote social inclusion by working with excluded and disaffected 

members of the community; 
• To reduce actual crime and the fear of crime. 

 
The Dartford District Warden team presently comprised 3 members based at 
Darenth & Bean, Longfield & New Barn and Stone & Greenhithe respectively. 
The Temple Hill & Joyce Green areas were covered from within the team 
which also had a vacancy for a District Support Warden. Overall supervision 
of both the Dartford and Sevenoaks District Warden teams was undertaken by 
the Warden Supervisor based in Sevenoaks. 
 
In a subsequent joint Q and A session covering both presentations, the 
following points were confirmed by Officers and Kent Police colleagues:  
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• Wardens remained separate to Community Police Support Officers 
(CPSOs), they were not enforcement officers;  

• Wardens retained a balanced role within their communities, employing 
a softer touch and operating as a community tool, acting as the ‘eyes 
and ears’ of their communities and directing residents to services 
provided by other Agencies; 

• Warden’s new Police powers would enable them to engage more in 
countering examples of ASB and traffic management in the Parishes in 
support of Police colleagues; 

• The Dartford District Support Warden slot had been granted KCC 
funding and a recruitment drive was underway. Filling the vacancy 
would enhance the management resource of the Dartford team and 
facilitate greater inter-action within the Dartford CSU; 

• Wardens participated in Emergency Planning up to Bronze 
Commander status and were Rest Centre trained, their local 
knowledge was also used in search and rescue operations; they 
assisted the KF&RS following fires by checking on the elderly and 
vulnerable in their communities and in periods of extreme weather 
helped the vulnerable with basic coping and safety mechanisms and 
warm food packs; 

• Police and Crime Panel (PCP): the working of PCPs had been subject 
to Parliamentary scrutiny by the Home Affairs Committee, under the 
Chairmanship of Keith Vaz M.P. The work of the Kent PCP was 
evolving, with more scrutiny orientated questions being asked of the 
PCC. The Panel had no powers of veto over the PCC, except for the 
appointment of the Chief Constable; 

• The ‘Troubled Families’ initiative was co-ordinated in Dartford by the 
Community Safety Officer based in the CSU; 

• The ‘Turnaround Project’ was the Dartford branding for the ‘Troubled 
Families’ initiative run from the CSU, with KCC funding following 
submission of a business case. The Project is recruiting (Via Voluntary 
Action in West Kent) volunteer mentors to work with families following 
initial assessment and where appropriate, interventions by Council and 
other Agency staff. 

 
The Vice-Chairman and Members thanked all Officers and Police partners for 
participating in the Q and A session, and the KCC guests for their 
presentations.    
 

8. PERFORMANCE  
 
The Committee considered the Performance Progress Report detailing 
reductions in various crime types and perceptions of anti-social behaviour for 
the rolling financial year period 1 April 2011 to 31March 2012, against the 
corresponding period in 2012-13. The report had previously been discussed 
and approved by the Dartford & Gravesham Community Safety Partnership 
(CSP) on 13 June 2013. 
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The Community Safety Officer (CSO) summarised the headline figures for 
Members.  
 
He advised that total recorded crime in Dartford in the period April 2012-
March 2013 compared to the previous period in 2011-12, had fallen by 3.0%. 
This compared to an increase in Gravesham of 6.2% for the same period. 
Dartford had recorded decreases in virtually all crime categories however, 
along with most other Kent Districts, both Dartford and Gravesham had seen 
an increase in the number of recorded incidents of domestic abuse reported 
to the Police. Support of domestic abuse victims and reducing the number of 
repeat victims were priorities with a range of options being considered, 
including an increase in ‘1 stop shop’ facilities to address all aspects of 
victim’s needs. 
 
The Dartford District Commander, Kent Police echoed the concerns of the 
CSO over the increase in reported incidents of domestic violence. Of 
particular concern was the fact that in over 50% of cases, the victims 
subsequently withdrew their complaint and disengaged with the prosecution 
process. In part this was explained by the fact that victims generally continued 
to co-habit with the offender and were reluctant to pursue complaints against 
them. The District Commander advised that on average, a victim suffered 24 
separate incidents of domestic abuse before reporting the crime.  An 8 month 
back-log in Court proceedings considering domestic violence cases added to 
victims concerns and encouraged their disengagement from the judicial 
process. The Kent Justice Board had been asked to review the delay in Court 
proceedings. Supporting victims through a multi-agency approach was 
deemed essential. 
 
The Strategic Director noted that whilst reported incidents of domestic 
violence were up, repeat offences were down. She agreed that subsequent 
disengagement from the judicial process by 50% of victims of domestic 
violence was a major cause for concern and advised that the CSP had 
commissioned a study by the North Kent Domestic Abuse Forum, to enable 
the CSP to better understand the factors that might contribute to that statistic. 
 
The following points were confirmed for Members in subsequent discussion of 
individual crime statistics: 

• The rise in ‘Violence against the person’ incorporated figures for 
domestic violence and witness intimidation; 

• Bluewater statistics had been separated out and accounted for a third 
of all acquisitive crime in the Dartford area, but overall crime at the 
complex had fallen by 19% and acquisitive crime by 16%; 

• Fraud and Forgery and Vehicle crime had also decreased significantly. 
 

The CSO advised that from 1 April 2013, following changes in Police Force 
policy, crime statistics would be calculated on an ‘anticipatory’ basis rather 
than the present method of reported crime. It was not yet clear whether the 
new statistical method would allow the CSP to conduct a comparison 
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performance exercise between the 2012-13 and 2013-14 rolling financial 
years.  
 
The Dartford District Commander said that in his view the most important 
element to be measured under the new ‘anticipated crime’ methodology would 
be customer satisfaction. He noted that resident satisfaction rates in Dartford 
had risen to 95%: this was the real measure of success to work towards.  
 
In response to Member concerns over cuts to Police resources and funding in 
the continuing economic climate; the District Commander advised that some 
500 police officers and 1,000 back-room staff had already been cut across 
Kent as a whole. He estimated a further 200-400 police officers would be cut 
following the latest Comprehensive Spending Review measures. In contrast 
demand on Police resources had not diminished, active crime had increased 
as had police officer’s case-loads, requiring constant prioritising of resources. 
Responses to major incidents remained appropriate but effective 
Neighbourhood policing was becoming increasingly difficult and coordination 
with partner agencies e.g. the Warden Service increasingly important. He 
estimated that Dartford had suffered a 50% cut in Police staffing levels over 
the past 6 months: further prioritising and the managing of public expectation 
would be required. He added that whilst effective Neighboured policing 
remained the priority, Police resources were also committed to tackling 
firearms offences, traffic control, and prisoner management whilst in custody. 
Offences committed by persons with mental health issues continued to be a 
drain on Police resources: a co-ordinated multi-agency effort was required to 
address the housing, job and benefit needs of these offenders and release 
police officers from undertaking these tasks. 
 
The Strategic Director commented that, through continuing commitment to 
community safety and the CSU, the Council provided effective support to Kent 
Police and maximised the resources available to tackle crime. 
 
In response to a specific question from a Member, the District Commander 
confirmed that the rehabilitation of offenders was a priority for the Prison 
Service and tackled through the Integrated Offender Management Unit, 
including support to combat drug, alcohol and drug dependency. However, 
the rehabilitation of life-long criminals was a long and difficult process.  
 
The CSO highlighted the efforts being undertaken by the Probation Service 
through the new Reducing Re-offending Group as advised to Members in a 
recent presentation. Securing accommodation and work for released 
offenders was recognised as critical elements in the successful fight against 
re-offending. He advised that under a proposed re-organisation of the 
Probation Service, the management of offenders given less than a 12 month 
tariff would be undertaken for the first time, but delegated to the private 
sector. 
 
The Vice-Chairman concluded debate by congratulating the Dartford District 
Commander, the Neighbourhood Inspector and the whole joint CSU team 
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under the guidance of the Strategic Director on an excellent set of figures and 
another reduction in Dartford’s crime rate in the face of reduced resources. 
 
  RESOLVED: 
 
That the report be noted. 
 
 

9. COMMUNITY SAFETY PLAN 2013-14  
 
Members were asked to consider the Community Safety Strategy and Action 
Plan 2013-14 attached as Appendix A to the report and comment accordingly. 
 
Previously, at its meeting on 13 February 2013, the Committee had 
considered the annual Strategic Assessment (SA) document prepared by and 
for the Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership. The priorities 
identified and views expressed in the SA by the Partnership’s individual 
agencies, together with those of residents and elected Members in both 
Boroughs, had been taken forward into the Community Safety Plan 2013-14. 
The Plan would guide the work of all partner agencies and ensure that the 
Partnership’s focus on its agreed priorities was maintained.  
 
Members were advised that the CSU were responsible at District level for 
implementing the CSP’s identified priorities for 2013-14, which were set out 
on page 3 of the Plan [agenda page 31] as: 
 

• Anti-social behaviour; 
• Violent crime including domestic abuse; 
• Substance misuse (alcohol and drug-related crime and ASB); 
• Property crime (domestic burglary and theft offences); 
• Safety on the road; 
• Reducing re-offending. 

 
RESOLVED: 
 

That Members note the contents of the Dartford and Gravesham Community 
Safety Partnership’s, Community Safety Plan for 2013-14.  
 

10. OUTCOMES REGARDING CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY TO DISPERSE 
GROUPS (DISPERSAL ORDER)  
 
The Committee considered a report detailing the outcomes achieved from the 
Dispersal Order imposed on the Temple Hill area of Dartford during the period 
31 January to 30 April 2013. The report had been considered by Cabinet on 4 
July, following initial presentation to the CAP B Committee on 24 June 2013.  
 
The Committee had previously considered the background to the imposition of 
the Dispersal Order and received an update on its initial implementation, at its 
meeting on 13 February 2013 [Min. No. 21].  
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Members were reminded that the Order to disperse groups of two or more 
persons under the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 had been approved by 
Cabinet on 24 January 2013 and subsequently co-signed under delegated 
authority by the Managing Director and the Kent Police District 
Superintendent. The aim was to actively engage with young people in 
response to a significant increase in anti-social behaviour and low-level 
criminal activity in the Temple Hill area in the weeks preceding 31 January 
2013. 
 
Members were advised that the Dispersal Order combined with the effects of 
Operation Beethoven; a high visibility Police patrol and enforcement operation 
instigated immediately prior to the Dispersal Order and continuing throughout 
the Order period; had produced significant results in terms of crime reduction, 
providing respite to the wider Temple Hill community and addressing the 
needs of individually assessed victims. Operational successes detailed in the 
report included: the dispersal of 26 groups; 350 stop checks of individuals and 
cars; 7 Acceptable Behaviour Agreements (ABAs); 1 Anti-Social Behaviour 
Order (ASBO); 5 arrests for possession or cultivation of cannabis; 5 cannabis 
cautions; 5 arrests for criminal damage and 5 arrests for shoplifting. 
 
In concluding their update, Officers and Police partners emphasised to 
Members that Dispersal Orders were a one-off tool employed as a last resort 
to meet a short-term crisis: they were not a long-term solution. The reduction 
in crime and ASB achieved under the Dispersal Order was noticeable, but the 
Neighbourhood Police team and the Council’s Community Safety team would 
have to continue to work to ensure that the reduction was maintained.  
 
The following points were confirmed in subsequent discussion with Members; 
 

• No displacement of ASB or low-level crime to adjacent areas of 
Dartford or the town centre had been noted following imposition of the 
Dispersal Order. Crime figures for the adjacent Newtown Ward (not 
included in the Order) indicated a positive impact resulting from the 
measures; 

• The Youth Engagement day held at the Living Well Centre during the 
Order period had been well supported by providers, with some 15 
youth service providers attending and expressing a wish to become 
involved in providing activities for young people in the area, but less 
well attended by young people; 

• The Neighbourhood Team and the Community Safety Team in 
conjunction with KCC Youth Services, were working hard to build on 
the initial success of the Youth Engagement day;  

• The Council, Kent Police and other partner Agencies were using the 
positive outcomes of the Order to ‘learn lessons’ for the future, target 
resources and maintain the reduction in low-level crime and anti-social 
behaviour (ASB) the Order had achieved. 
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RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the contents of the report be noted. 
 
 

11. WORK PROGRAMME  
 
Members were asked to agree the contents of a rolling Work Programme for 
the 2013-14 municipal year and beyond, as set out in Appendix A. 
 
Members noted that the Work Programme included a review of the 
introduction of Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) and Police and 
Crime Panels (PCPs), proposed for the Summer 2014 meeting of the 
Committee. The Shadow Chairman suggested that the Committee would find 
it helpful to have input from Dartford’s representative on the PCP, particularly 
in the lead-in to this review, and asked if a standing invitation could be 
extended to the Member.   
 
The Strategic Director confirmed that Dartford’s representative on the PCP 
was Councillor Martin and advised the Committee that Councillor Martin had 
already expressed an interest in attending the Committee proceedings, but 
was otherwise committed on this occasion.  
 
Members sought clarification on the inter-action between the PCC and the 
Dartford and Gravesham CSP and the PCP and the Committee.  
 
The Strategic Director advised that the PCC was not a responsible authority 
on the Dartford and Gravesham CSP but that there was a statutory 
requirement for the PCC to take note of the CSP’s priorities and for the CSP 
to take note of those of the PCC. She further advised that the Committee had 
no locus in the affairs of the PCP but agreed that a greater understanding of 
its business might assist the Committee in its review of the impact of the new 
regime. 
 
  RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the rolling Work Programme for 2013-14 and beyond as set out in 
Appendix A to the report be noted; 

2. That a standing invitation be extended to the Deputy Leader, Councillor 
A R Martin, to attend Committee meetings as Dartford’s representative 
on the Kent PCP and update Members on that bodies activities.  

 
12. ANNUAL REPORT FOR THE 2012-13 MUNICIPAL YEAR  

 
The Committee received a draft report detailing its work during the 2012/13 
municipal year, together with Appendices setting out the Committee’s current 
Protocol, Terms of Reference (ToRs) and Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) with Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership (CSP).  
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 RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the contents of the Crime and Disorder (Overview & Scrutiny) 
Committee Draft Annual Report 2012/13 be noted and submitted to the 
next meeting of the GAC without amendment.  
 

 
 
 
 

The meeting closed at 9.20 pm 
 
  

 
 

Councillor A V Sandhu, MBE  
For CHAIRMAN 
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

LIST OF FORTHCOMING KEY DECISIONS – REGULATION 9 NOTICE 
 
This document lists all key decisions due  to be taken  in the forthcoming 4 months in accordance with the Local Authorities 
(Executive Arrangements) (Meeting and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012. It also lists and contains particulars of any 
items where it is likely that the public will be excluded because consideration of the matter in public would disclose confidential of exempt 
information. The reasons for going into closed session are given in each case. An updated list will be published monthly. 
 
All decisions are made by Cabinet collectively. 
 
Cabinet Members: 
 
Councillor J A Kite, MBE,  Portfolio: Leader & Overall Strategy 
Councillor A R Martin , Portfolio: Deputy Leader, Strategic Council Finances & Strategic Service Provision 
Councillor P F Coleman , Portfolio: Front Line Services, Customer Champion & Housing 
Councillor C J Shippam , Portfolio: Town Centre 
Councillor A Lloyd , Portfolio: Environment, Leisure & Events 
 
All of the reports contained in this list, where open to the public, will be published on the Council’s website www.dartford.gov.uk at least 5 clear 
days before the day of the meeting or, if later, whenever they become available. All reports provide details of any background documents which 
have been relied upon to a material degree during production of the report, or relied upon when formulating recommendations or options for 
decision. Hard copies or extracts from these reports can be obtained on request by emailing memberservices@dartford.gov.uk. 
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TITLE OF REPORT AND BRIEF 
SUMMARY OF MATTER TO BE 
DECIDED 

DATE OF 
CABINET/GAC 
MEETING OR 
PERIOD WITHIN 
WHICH THE 
DECISION WILL 
BE TAKEN AND 
BY WHOM 

WHO IS TO BE 
CONSULTED BEFORE 
TAKING THE 
DECISION AND HOW 

BACKGROUND 
PAPERS 

NAME, TITLE AND CONTACT 
DETAILS OF REPORT AUTHOR 

OPEN OR CLOSED 
(if closed the 
reason is specified) 

National Non -Domestic 
Discretionary Rate Relief 
 
To consider granting discretionary 
rate relief to charities or non-profit 
making organisations, or to certain 
businesses in a designated Rural 
Settlement in the Borough. 
 

Cabinet 
23 Jan 2014 
 

  
 

Sue Cressall, Revenues Manager 
Tel: 01322343007 
sue.cressall@sevenoaks.gov.uk 

CLOSED - if 
reference needs to 
be made to the 
Appendix to this 
report, which is 
exempt under 
Paragraphs 1 and 3 
of Schedule 12A of 
the Local 
Government Act 
1972 (as amended) 

Write -off of National Non -
Domestic Rates 
 
To consider writing-off Non Domestic 
Rate debts where it has not been 
possible to obtain payment because 
of insolvency, because the ratepayer 
cannot be traced or where the debt 
is otherwise irrecoverable. 
 

Cabinet 
23 Jan 2014 
 

  
 

Sue Cressall, Revenues Manager 
Tel: 01322343007 
sue.cressall@sevenoaks.gov.uk 

CLOSED - if 
reference needs to 
be made to the 
Appendix to this 
report, which is 
exempt under 
Paragraph 3 of 
Schedule 12A of the 
Local Government 
Act 1972 (as 
amended) 
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TITLE OF REPORT AND BRIEF 
SUMMARY OF MATTER TO BE 
DECIDED 

DATE OF 
CABINET/GAC 
MEETING OR 
PERIOD WITHIN 
WHICH THE 
DECISION WILL 
BE TAKEN AND 
BY WHOM 

WHO IS TO BE 
CONSULTED BEFORE 
TAKING THE 
DECISION AND HOW 

BACKGROUND 
PAPERS 

NAME, TITLE AND CONTACT 
DETAILS OF REPORT AUTHOR 

OPEN OR CLOSED 
(if closed the 
reason is specified) 

Six Month Review of Tenancy an d 
Housing Allocation's Policies 
 
In April 2013, the Council 
implemented new Tenancy and 
Housing Allocation’s Policies 
following the introduction of the 
Localism Act 2011 which gave 
councils greater freedom to set their 
own local policies on the allocation of 
housing and the ability to implement 
flexible tenancies. 
 
By November 2013, both policies 
had been operational for six months 
and a review was carried out to 
investigate whether the policies have 
been successful in achieving the 
Council’s objectives.  The review 
also considered whether there were 
any aspect of the policies that 
required refinement. 
 
This report sets out the findings of 
the review and proposes changes to 
policy. 
 

Cabinet 
6 Mar 2014 
 

Internal stakeholders 
and the Dartford 
Borough Residents’ 
Forum were consulted 
during November and 
December. 

 
 

Jackie Pye, Housing Policy 
Manager 
Tel: 01322 343683 
jacqueline.pye@dartford.gov.uk 
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TITLE OF REPORT AND BRIEF 
SUMMARY OF MATTER TO BE 
DECIDED 

DATE OF 
CABINET/GAC 
MEETING OR 
PERIOD WITHIN 
WHICH THE 
DECISION WILL 
BE TAKEN AND 
BY WHOM 

WHO IS TO BE 
CONSULTED BEFORE 
TAKING THE 
DECISION AND HOW 

BACKGROUND 
PAPERS 

NAME, TITLE AND CONTACT 
DETAILS OF REPORT AUTHOR 

OPEN OR CLOSED 
(if closed the 
reason is specified) 

Draft Development Management 
Plan Consultation 
 
The plan will contain policies for 
managing development in the 
Borough which will be used in the 
determination of planning 
applications.  It will supplement 
policies in the Core Strategy which 
are of a more strategic nature. At this 
consultation stage, draft policy 
wording will be provided for 
consideration. 
 

Cabinet 
3 Apr 2014 
 

A previous report has 
been considered by 
Cabinet on the scope of 
the Plan and this has 
been subject to public 
consultation.  This report 
proposes to carry out a 
further stage of public 
consultation.  The Plan 
will be considered by the 
LDF Members Working 
Group before Cabinet. 

 
 

Teresa Ryszkowska, Planning 
Services Manager 
Tel: 01322 343631 
teresa.ryszkowska@dartford.gov.
uk 

OPEN 
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CRIME AND DISORDER (OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY) COMMITTEE 

12 FEBRUARY 2014 
 

DARTFORD AND GRAVESHAM COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP : 
STRATEGIC ASSESSMENT 2013 
 
 
1. Summary 
 
1.1 To consider the Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership 

(CSP) annual Strategic Assessment 2013 document, as agreed. 
 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
  
2.1  That the contents of the Partnership Strategic Assessment and any 

additions or amendments resulting from the Dartford and Gravesham 
Community Safety Partnership meeting of 14 January 2014 be considered. 
 

2.2 That the priorities identified by the Partnership Strategic Assessment, 
subject to any required public consultation, be noted. 

 
2.3  That the proposal to develop a new Community Safety Plan to address the 

priorities identified be endorsed and that the Plan be submitted to the next 
meeting of this Committee.  

 
 
3. Background and Discussion 
 
3.1  Under the Committee’s Terms of Reference, and as an Overview function, 

the Committee is required to consider the annual Strategic Assessment in 
connection with the discharge by the Community Safety Partnership, of its 
crime and disorder functions.   

 
4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 
4.1   Member review of the annual Dartford and Gravesham CSP Strategic 

Assessment (SA) document, contributes to the Safer Community Objective 
Strategic Aim to create a safer Borough in which to work and live.  

 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 

assessments 
 

Financial Implications None 
Legal Implications None 
Staffing Implications None 
Administrative Implications None 
Risk Assessment Member comment on the CSP 

proposals as set out in the annual 
Strategic Assessment document 
should help to focus CSP efforts on 
ensuring a safer community for 
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CRIME AND DISORDER (OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY) COMMITTEE 

12 February 2014 
 

 
 

Dartford residents.  
 
6. Obligation of Confidence 
 

 An obligation of confidence arises in the following circumstances and the 
Council is required to treat the information as confidential: 

 
(a) The Kent Police data for November 2013 has been provided to the 

Council as a ‘restricted’ document.   
 

(b) The Council has been asked not to publish or disseminate the (KCC) 
Community Safety Strategic Assessment 2014/15 Data Pack.   

 
BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 
Documents 
consulted 

Date File 
Ref 

Report  
Author 

Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

Dartford and 
Gravesham CSP 
Strategic 
Assessment 
2013/14 
 

January 2014  Matt Roberts 
01322 343502 

Community 
Safety/ 
Strategic 

N/A 

Community Safety 
Strategic 
Assessment 
2014/15 Data Pack 
 

November 
2013 

 KCC Community 
Safety Unit 

N/A  Obligation of 
Confidence 

Kent Police Data 
for November 2013 
 

December 
2013 

 Kent Police Business 
Information Unit 

N/A Obligation of 
Confidence 
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Dartford and Gravesham Community 

Safety Partnership 

 

 

 

Strategic Assessment  

2013/14 
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Working in partnership for a safer Dartford and Gravesham 
 

The Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership (CSP) was formed in December 2006 following 

a merger between the two district CSPs, this joint partnership has since undertaken many successful 

projects that have helped to significantly reduce crime and disorder and successfully tackle anti-social 

behaviour across both Boroughs. These achievements have only been possible because of the excellent 

working relationship between all the partner agencies which includes: both Borough Councils, Kent Police, 

Kent Fire and Rescue Service, Kent County Council, Kent Probation, Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley 

Clinical Commissioning Group and the cooperative arrangements in place with Kent’s Police and Crime 

Commissioner. 

 

In accordance with the requirements of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (as amended) a Strategic 

Assessment must be carried out each year for the purpose of informing decisions taken about the priorities 

that the Partnership needs to focus on in the forthcoming financial year, priorities that are then written in 

to the Community Safety Plan for 2014-15. These findings will also be shared with the Police and Crime 

Commissioner to help inform the review of the PCC’s Police and Crime Plan. 

 

This assessment document has been produced to capture key information on crime trends over the period 

between April 2013 and November 2013, it references data published by Kent Police as well as data 

included within the Strategic Assessment Data Pack produced by KCC Community Safety Unit which covers 

the period April 2010 to March 2013.  

 

The recent changes introduced by the Office of National Statistics in the way that crimes are recorded and 

data is presented are intended to provide a clearer and more consistent picture on recorded crime. 

However these changes do not easily allow for direct comparisons with previous years, this assessment 

seeks to set a new baseline for future assessments by using the anticipated crime rates now being supplied 

by Kent Police. The anticipated crime rate shows the volume of offences that have been recorded in a 

specific month against the number of expected offences, a number which is created by using a calculation 

based on the previous five years’ worth of crime data. 

 

The Partnership will publish its new Community Safety Plan in April 2014.This will include the key themes 

that have emerged from this Assessment set out as priorities for the partnership to address over the 

coming year. Before reaching any final decisions, the Partnership consults as widely as possible to make 

sure that there is general agreement on what the priorities should be.   

 

The involvement of local people in supporting our work is vital to ensure that the improvements we make 

are sustained.  We recognise that we cannot rely entirely on statistics alone to tell us what is important to 

our communities and that local people and their opinions are crucial in making sure that we tackle those 

community safety issues that most affect local neighbourhoods and that matter most to them. 

 

If you have any views or comments on the Assessment’s findings or the suggested priorities for the 

Community Safety Plan please contact: 

 

Dartford Community Safety Unit, Civic Offices, Home Gardens, Dartford, Kent DA1 1DR - 01322 343 434 

or,  

 

Gravesham Community Safety Unit, 1
st

 floor Civic Centre, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent DA12 1AU - 

01474 337 000. 

 

Or visit our websites at: www.safedartford.gov.uk or www.safegravesham.gov.uk   
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Priorities from the last Strategic Assessment  
 

The priorities that were identified in the Strategic Assessment for 2013-14 were; 

 

• Anti-social behaviour 

• Violent crime including domestic abuse 

• Substance misuse (alcohol and drug-related crime and ASB) 

• Property crime (domestic burglary and theft offences) 

• Reducing re-offending 

• Safety on the road  
 

These were broadly in line with those adopted under the Kent County Community Safety Plan and the key 

themes or ‘golden threads’ contained in the Kent Police and Crime Commissioners Police and Crime Plan.  

 

The following has been extracted from a paper entitled ‘Initial thinking Budgets, Grants and Commissioning 

for 2014/15’ presented by the Kent PCC, Ann Barnes, at the Police and Crime Panel meeting held on the 5th 

November 2013. 

 

In policy terms, the emerging seven specific priorities (for the PCC) are as follows;  

 

• Reducing drug and alcohol misuse, particularly where linked to offending and re-offending. 

• Support local partner initiatives to tackle crime, ASB and re-offending. 

• Reducing re-offending and preventing offending of young people. 

• Tackling domestic abuse, including developing the support mechanisms for those affected by 

domestic abuse and supporting the emotional wellbeing of children and young people 

affected by domestic abuse. 

• Ensure the provision of an effective countywide rape and sexual assault service for Kent and 

Medway.  

• Ensure support for victims of crime and anti-social behaviour is at the heart of the criminal 

justice system. 

• Utilise effective restorative practices to reduce re-offending. 
 

 

Suggested Priorities for 2014-15 
 

Datasets from partner agencies have been sourced and analysed to identify emerging trends and the 

volume of crimes being recorded, these are contained in the rest of this assessment.  

 

Taking these into consideration together with the emerging priorities being considered by the Police and 

Crime Commissioner the following are the priorities which should be considered by the partnership over 

the coming year; 

 

• Anti-social behaviour 

• Violent crime including domestic abuse 

• Substance misuse (alcohol and drug-related crime and ASB)  

• Property crime (domestic burglary and theft offences) 

• Reducing re-offending 

• Road Safety 
 

2/14
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Demographics 
 

Latest population figures from the 2012 mid-year population estimates indicate that there are 98,900 

people living in Dartford, an increase of 1.4% from 2011, the second largest increase in Kent behind 

Canterbury’s 1.9% increase. This makes up around 6.7% of the total population of Kent making Dartford the 

smallest borough in Kent in terms of both population and geographical size, but this also makes Dartford 

the most densely populated borough in Kent with 13.6 people per hectare. Thanet is second with 13.1 and 

Gravesham third with 10.4 persons per hectare. 

 

Mid 2012 population estimates indicate that there are 102,800 people living in Gravesham, an increase of 

1.0% from 2011, around 6.9% of the total population of Kent making Gravesham the second smallest 

borough in Kent in terms of population size. 

 

In terms of gender 49.4% of Dartford’s population is female with 50.6% male. This is the same for 

Gravesham. The split for Kent is 48.9% female, 51.1% male, with a mean age for residents of 37.9 years for 

Dartford and 38.8 for Gravesham, the Kent mean age is 40.4 which is slightly higher than the national 

average of 39.4. 

 

Ethnic Profile 

Information from the 2011 Census shows that 87.37% of Dartford’s residents are of a ‘White’ ethnic origin 

with 82.64% being described as ‘White British’ and 3.69% as ‘White Other’. Residents whose ethnicity falls 

into one of the Black Minority Ethnic (BME) categories accounts for 12.63% of the population, this 

proportion is above the Kent average of 6.33%.  Within the BME categories those of ‘African’ origin make 

up 2.89%, those of ‘Indian’ origin 2.74% and ‘Other Asian’ 2.03%. 

The Census data for Gravesham shows that 82.8% of residents are of a ‘White’ ethnic origin with 77.1% 

being described as ‘White British’ and 4.61% as ‘White Other’. Gravesham’s BME groups account for 17.2% 

of the population, this makes Gravesham the most diverse district in Kent. Those of ‘Indian’ origin make up 

7.41%, those of ‘African’ origin 2.19% and ‘Other Asian’ 1.68%.  

 

Increase in the population percentages of the ‘White Other’ category would seem to be supportive of 

findings on the ground that European migrants are settling in both boroughs.  

 

Deprivation  

 
The Indices of Deprivation 2010 provide a measure of deprivation at a District and Sub-District level relative 

to other areas in England.  

 

In 2010, Dartford was ranked as the 7
th

 most deprived District in Kent having 3 wards ranked within 

England’s top 20% most deprived and 12 within the South East’s top 20%. Littlebrook being the most 

deprived ward followed by Joyce Green and Princes. Nationally Dartford ranked 175
th

 of 326 Local 

Authority Districts in England (mid-table nationally).  

 

Gravesham ranked 142
nd

 nationally, placing it in England’s most deprived half of Local Authority Districts 

having 8 wards within England’s top 20% most deprived wards and 22 within the South East’s most 

deprived.  
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Total Recorded Crime 

 

The data supplied in the KCC Data Pack included data from the end of the last financial year (April to March 

2012/13), this was considered to be ‘out of date’ given that this assessment was being produced in 

December 2013 so it was decided that we should try and make use of the more current data supplied by 

Kent Police. 

 

Over the years the Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership has managed to successfully 

and significantly reduce crime across the partnership area but this was always going to present challenges 

in following years to continue such consistent downward trends, the reductions seen this year are evidence 

in the slowing of those trends. 

 

All recorded crime is now split into one of two categories; Victim based crime and Crimes against society, 

the breakdown can be seen in Table 2 below. This data is available by district rather than for the combined 

CSP area but for the purposes of this assessment have been combined in Table 2. 

 

The time period being used in the majority of this document is April to November 2013. In order to show 

comparison with previous crime reporting methods, Table 1 shows both the victim based and crimes 

against society data for the 2012/13 financial year against previous years. In order to do this some offences 

have been reclassified into other offence types, therefore not giving a truly accurate picture. 

 

Table 1   

Dartford: Victim based crime definition 

 

Gravesham: Victim based crime definition 

 
Recorded % change 

Volume 

change 

 

 
Recorded % change 

Volume 

change 

2008/09 8030     

 

2008/09 7412     

2009/10 7245 -9.8% -785 

 

2009/10 6228 -16.0% -1184 

2010/11 7029 -3.0% -216 

 

2010/11 6382 2.5% +154 

2011/12 6712 -4.5% -317 

 

2011/12 6172 -3.3% -210 

2012/13 6648 -1.0% -64 

 

2012/13 6628 7.4% +456 

    
 

    

         Dartford: All crime definition 

  

Gravesham: All crime definition 

 
All Crime % change 

Volume 

change 

 

 
All Crime % change 

Volume 

change 

2008/09 9513     

 

2008/09 8645     

2009/10 8104 -14.8% -1409 

 

2009/10 7086 -18.0% -1559 

2010/11 7825 -3.4% -279 

 

2010/11 7098 0.2% +12 

2011/12 7382 -5.7% +-443 

 

2011/12 6795 -4.3% -303 

2012/13 7159 -3.0% -223 

 

2012/13 7214 6.2% +419 

 

Up to the end of the financial year Dartford was showing a decreased in victim based crime of 1% against 

an increase in Gravesham of 7.4%.  

 

The data presented in Table 2 shows that between April and November 2013 we are seeing increases in 

crime against the number of anticipated crimes expected to have been committed using the new 

calculation. Largest increase are in the Violent Crime categories. Domestic Abuse is not included as a 

separate figure but it is very likely that at least between 15% and 30% of the offences relate to domestic 

abuse. The number of Burglary other offences committed is also markedly higher than expected, with 

Vehicle Crime offences following. 

 

This supports the suggestion that new Community Safety Plan focuses on the priorities shown on page 3. 
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Table 2 Dartford & Gravesham Combined Recorded crime 

 
Volume Anticipated 

Number 

change 
Per 1000 pop 

Police and Crime Plan 9,662 8,955 +707 47.90 

          

Victim based crime 9,662 8,955 +707 47.90 

Violent Crime 2,531 1,997 +534 12.55 

- Violence Against The Person 2,217 1,797 +420 10.99 

- Sexual Offences 181 107 +74 0.90 

- Robbery 133 93 +40 0.66 

Burglary Dwelling 662 620 +42 3.28 

Burglary Other than Dwelling 845 723 +122 4.19 

Vehicle Crime 1,136 1,053 +83 5.63 

- Theft Of Motor Vehicle 343 263 +80 1.70 

- Theft From Motor Vehicle 793 790 +3 3.93 

Vehicle Interference 87 70 +17 0.43 

Theft and Handling 2,762 2,827 -65 13.69 

- Shoplifting 1,045 1,091 -46 5.18 

- Theft of Pedal cycle 109 128 -19 0.54 

- Other Theft 1,608 1,608 0 7.97 

Criminal Damage 1,639 1,651 -12 8.13 

Crimes against society 809 699 +110 4.01 

Drug Offences 328 324 +4 1.63 

Possession of weapons 43 42 +1 0.21 

Public order offences 299 234 +65 1.48 

Other crimes 139 100 +39 0.69 

All Crime 10,471 9,655 +816 51.91 

 

 
Dartford Recorded Crime - April 2013 to November 2013 

 
Volume Anticipated 

Number 

change 
Per 1000 pop 

Police and Crime Plan 4,906 4,491 + 415 50.3 

Victim based crime 4,906 4,491 + 415 50.3 

Crimes against society 351 332 + 19 3.6 

All Crime 5,257 4,823 + 434 53.9 

 
Gravesham Recorded crime - April 2013 to November 2013 

Police and Crime Plan 4,756 4,464 + 292 46.7 

Victim based crime 4,756 4,464 + 292 46.7 

Crimes against society 458 367 + 91 4.5 

All Crime 5,214 4,831 + 383 51.2 

 

Using the 15 Category Crimes reported between April and November 2013 The top three wards in Dartford 

that have shown the biggest increases in Victim Based Crime are Town, Joyce Green and Greenhithe. For 

Gravesham the top three wards are; Pelham, Riverside and Central. Violence against the person, Criminal 

Damage offences and Theft offences being  the highest volume offences for all of those wards. 
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Crime Resolutions 
 

The way that crime outcomes are presented has also changed, rather than being counted simply as 

Sanctioned Detections more information is now being provided to show how crimes are being resolved by 

breaking them down into either a; Charge, Caution, Taken into Consideration (TIC), Penalty Notice for 

Disorder (PND) and includes the use of community based Restorative Justice outcomes (RP). 

 

Table 3 
CSP Combined Victim Based Crime 

Resolution Outcome Rate 

  

Crimes 
Resolution 

outcomes 

Resolution 

Outcome Rate 

Police and Crime Plan 10,471 2,789 26.6% 

        

Victim based crime 9,662 2,217 22.9% 

Violent Crime 2,531 780 30.8% 

- Violence Against The Person 2,217 707 31.9% 

- Sexual Offences 181 39 21.5% 

- Robbery 133 34 25.6% 

Burglary Dwelling 662 115 17.4% 

Burglary Other than Dwelling 845 96 11.4% 

Vehicle Crime 1,136 87 7.7% 

- Theft Of Motor Vehicle 343 51 14.9% 

- Theft From Motor Vehicle 793 36 4.5% 

Vehicle Interference 87 4 4.6% 

Theft and Handling 2,762 822 29.8% 

- Shoplifting 1,045 591 56.6% 

- Theft of Pedal cycle 109 14 12.8% 

- Other Theft 1,608 217 13.5% 

Criminal Damage 1,639 313 19.1% 

        

Crimes against society 809 569 70.3% 

Drug Offences 328 303 92.4% 

Possession of weapons 43 40 93.0% 

Public order offences 299 157 52.5% 

Other crimes 139 69 49.6% 

 

Victim based crime is where there is a direct victim, this could be an individual, an organisation or 

corporate body. Whereas crimes against society are recorded crimes where there are no direct individual 

victims, the rates for some crime types within this category could be increased by proactive police activity, 

for example searching people and finding them in possession of drugs or weapons.  

 

The resolution rates for the crimes against society are higher, likely because these offences are types which 

the police will often detect through patrolling or proactive policing, such as stop and searching a person 

and finding them in possession of drugs, rather than after investigating crime reported by a member of  the 

public. 
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Violent Crime 

 

At the end of March 2013 levels of violent crime had increased across Kent, within the two boroughs it had 

increased by 6.7% in Dartford, an increase of 81 offences and by 13.5% in Gravesham, an increase of 195 

offences. 

 

Town ward in Dartford was shown as being the second highest in the Kent Top Ten wards for violent crime 

with 317 offences, with Margate Central in Thanet being the top with 446. Pelham ward in Gravesham was 

7
th

 with 329 offences and Central ward in 10
th

 place with 281 offences . 

 

Table 4 and 5 below shows the level of recorded violence against the person in Dartford and Gravesham 

using the new anticipated crime data. It shows that, in Dartford at least, there has been a consistent 

increase between the actual and the anticipated figure. Gravesham having started off with a reduction in 

April has seen more fluctuation. 

 

The number of Sexual Offences being committed has increased but they are still in very low numbers but 

this does need to be taken into consideration and perhaps included as indicative of domestic abuse. 

 

Table 4   Dartford Recorded Violence Against the Person 

  Apr 13 May 13 Jun 13 Jul 13 Aug 13 Sep 13 Oct 13 Nov 13 

Volume 101 123 133 153 118 145 142 128 

Anticipated 98 106 109 101 98 107 100 93 

Number change + 3 + 17 + 24 + 52 + 20 + 38 + 42 + 35 

 
 

Table 5  Gravesham Recorded Violence Against The Person 

  Apr 13 May 13 Jun 13 Jul 13 Aug 13 Sep 13 Oct 13 Nov 13 

Volume 91 148 146 156 144 165 164 160 

Anticipated 126 110 130 127 128 122 127 115 

Number change -35 + 38 + 16 + 29 + 16 + 43 + 37 + 45 
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Domestic Abuse 

 

It is important that seeing an increase in domestic abuse is not seen as being a bad thing in terms of crime 

reporting. Quite the opposite, it shows that victims have confidence in the police and have chosen to report 

an incident, bearing in mind that it might take years of abuse or a number of assaults before a victim comes 

forward.  Public facing staff in all agencies need training to recognise signs of domestic abuse in order to 

help victims and know which services to sign post them to, such as the One Stop Shops (OSS). Rather than 

focusing on the reported incidents the key figure is the number of repeat victims, this should evidence 

successful interventions  to support victims and the prosecution of perpetrators. 

 

Six of the twelve districts saw an increase in DA with Gravesham seeing the largest volume increase of 

22.7% or 343 offences. Dartford saw a smaller increase of 7.9% or 101 offences. Of these around a quarter 

will be repeat victims, Dartford’s repeat victim rate increased by 1% at the end of the 2012/13 financial 

year this equates to 3 numerically. Gravesham saw an increase of 16.2% in the number of repeat victims or 

61 numerically. 

 

One Stop Shops 

 

Both boroughs operate One Stop Shops (OSS) where victims of domestic abuse can seek help, the number 

of visitors to both had increased between 2011/12 and 2012/13. Dartford saw a 13% increase, from 46 

visitors to 52, Gravesham saw a larger increase of 68%, 31 visitors to 52, matching Dartford. The busiest 

months for the Dartford OSS were July and November 2013 (7 visitors) the quietest April 2013 (2 visitors), 

November  2012 was the busiest month in Gravesham with 13 visitors, March, April and May 2013 (2 

visitors) were the quietest. 

 

Dartford sees more visitors from outside the area than any other of the OSS’s, 20% of visitors were from 

outside the borough. 10% of visitors were repeats, down from 17% the previous year. 92% of the visitors to 

the Gravesham OSS are from the borough, as with Dartford 10% are repeat visitors, though this is an 

increase from 0% the year before. Dartford’s OSS may get more visitors because victims feel safer seeking 

help further away from the perpetrator or because a better service is offered than in the area in which they 

live. 

 

Still these are low numbers of people using the OSS’s, there have been questions raised by the police about 

whether victims that they are coming in to contact with are following up on the referrals or signposting 

made to services that are being offering by the police as they are coming into contact with the same person 

again at a later date for the same reasons. The question is whether these victims are not taking up these 

services or whether the services themselves are not successfully preventing further victimisation. 

 

Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conferences  

 
The numbers of Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conferences (MARACs) being held in both boroughs has 

increased. In Dartford this has risen from 37 in 2011/12 to 80 in 2012/13 with the percentage of repeat 

cases increasing from 10.8% (4 cases) in to 26.3% (21 cases) over the same period. Gravesham’s MARAC 

caseload has increased dramatically, from 55 cases in 2011/12 to 111 in 2012/13. The percentage of repeat 

cases has risen from 20.0% (11 cases) to 24.3% (27 cases) over the same period. 

 

Numbers of children being affected by domestic abuse has also increased, in Dartford from 50 in 2011/12 

to 91 in 2012/13. In Gravesham it has gone from 57 in 2011/12 to 112 in 2012/13.  The Troubled Families 

projects working in both boroughs has found that domestic abuse is an issue in a large number of the 

identified families being worked with, the damage this is doing to the children in these households is 

apparent in the violent and aggressive tendencies being seen. Domestic abuse is an area that the CSP might 

focus on specifically in the new Community Safety Plan. 
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Summaries of referrals to MARAC identifies that after Thanet and Medway the (combined) area of Dartford 

and Gravesham has the third highest referrals to MARAC, the third highest number of children involved in 

MARAC referrals and the lowest referral rate from Social Services, the area also has the third highest 

number of repeat referrals to MARAC.  

 

Independent Domestic Violence Advisors 

 

Dartford and Gravesham share an Independent Domestic Violence Advisor (IDVA), provided as part of the 

Kent Domestic Abuse Consortium by North Kent Women’s Aid. The IDVA has seen an increase in the 

number of MARAC cases which require more support from clients in this area. Being based within the 

combined Safeguarding Team enables strong partnership support for these high risk victims. 

 

Increase Reporting 
 

The apparently obvious referral point for those experiencing abuse would appear to be Accident and 

Emergency or GPs, however no referrals to MARAC from this source have been made in the twelve months 

to June 2013. 

 

 

Substance Misuse 
 

As of the end of March 2013 both boroughs had seen an increase in drug offences, of 4.6% in Dartford, 216 

offences in 2011/12 to 226 in 2012/13 and of 35.8% in Gravesham, 215 in 2011/12 to 292 in 2012/13. This 

should be attributed to the proactive work being undertaken by Kent Police. 

 

There has been an increase of 48.7% in the numbers of people in Dartford being admitted to hospital with 

Evidence of Alcohol Involvement by Blood Alcohol Level/Level of Intoxication, from 39 between June 2011 

and May 2012 to 58 between June 2012 and May 2013, numberically this is an increase of 19. Gravesham 

stayed static with 53 recorded for both periods. 

 

Numbers of people admitted to hospital due to mental disorders due to psychoactive substance use 

increased in both boroughs. By 4% in Dartford, 298 between June 2011 and May 2012 to 310 between June 

2012 and May 2013. And by 6.7% in Gravesham, 360 in June 2011 and May 2012 to 384 between June 2012 

and May 2013. 

 

Table 6  Dartford Recorded Drug Offences 

  Apr 13 May 13 Jun 13 Jul 13 Aug 13 Sep 13 Oct 13 Nov 13 

Volume 20 20 18 13 9 10 25 27 

Anticipated 14 16 15 18 21 17 27 17 

Number change + 6 + 4 + 3 -5 -12 -7 -2 + 10 
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Table 7  Gravesham Recorded Drug Offences 

  Apr 13 May 13 Jun 13 Jul 13 Aug 13 Sep 13 Oct 13 Nov 13 

Volume 21 34 25 23 26 13 19 25 

Anticipated 18 19 21 23 28 25 25 20 

Number change + 3 + 15 + 4 0 -2 -12 -6 + 5 

 
 

 

Reducing Reoffending 
 

Reducing re-offending is recognised as a cross-cutting strategic priority.  There is a particular focus on 

multi-agency interventions delivered within the Integrated Offender Management (IOM) process, with 

young offenders, women offenders and through the Troubled Families agenda.   

 

Over the last year the Reducing Re-offending data has evidenced some reductions in re-offending across 

our CSP area. Figures published by the Ministry of Justice, indicate that the actual adult re-offending rate 

recorded locally is slightly lower than the predicted rate.  In addition, the local rate is lower than the Kent 

average and in contrast to the general pattern across the County of rates that have been higher than those 

predicted. 

 

Re-offending overview by CSP – Local Adult Re-offending 

(Year ending September 2012) 

CSP 
Total offenders 

in cohort 

Predicted re-

offending rate 

Actual re-

offending rate 

 

Difference 

Ashford 882 8.46% 9.30% 9.94% 

Canterbury 1096 9.47% 10.49% +10.84% 

Dartford and Gravesham 1781 8.44% 8.20% -2.92% 

Dover 1013 8.47% 8.19% -3.22% 

Maidstone 1653 8.23% 7.80% -5.22% 

Medway 3066 8.95% 9.23% +3.12% 

Sevenoaks 538 7.72% 7.43% -3.67% 

Shepway 1070 7.51% 8.60% +14.50% 

Swale 1575 8.85% 9.21% +4.07% 

Thanet 1773 9.42% 9.36% -0.61% 

Tonbridge and Malling 805 8.40% 9.32% +10.90% 

Tunbridge Wells 701 8.04% 9.42% +17.06%

Kent (total) 16487 8.66% 8.98% +3.67% 

 

The changes in the Probation Service due to take place from April 2014 may present opportunities for the 

partnership to work with the newly formed Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC) to reduce the 

offending of those given a short term (sub 12 months) sentence who currently do not fall under the 

probation service. These offenders are more likely to reoffend upon release that those given 12 months or 

more.   
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Deter Young Offenders (DYO) 

 

DYO is a partnership process focused 

on problematic young offenders 

under supervision with the aim of 

diverting them from future 

criminality. Those within the DYO 

cohort are deemed most likely to re-

offend and to commit a ‘priority 

crime’ (offences agreed locally and 

that include crimes such as burglary, 

drug offences, shoplifting and 

violence against the person 

offences.  As at June 2013, there 

were 42 young people in the County 

who were classified as DYOs.   

 

 

The chart opposite illustrates the distribution of the DYO cohort over the last 3 years.  Although numbers 

are very small, Gravesham has historically had a higher number of DYOs than Dartford and the majority of 

other Kent Districts.  However, there were just 2 DYOs in Gravesham in June 2013 and 3 in Dartford – the 

Kent average being 3 DYOs. 

 

 

Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) 
 

The definition of anti-social behaviour was revised within National Standards for Incident Reporting (NSIR) 

in 2011 and was not subject to further amendments under the reclassification of certain offence categories 

that took place in 2013-14.   

 

Therefore, it is possible for comparisons to be drawn between the actual volume of ASB incidents recorded 

in April-November 2013 to the number of incidents recorded over the same period during the previous 

year.  

 

No. of police recorded ASB incidents 

 

Area Apr-Nov 2012 Apr-Nov 2013 % +/- Per 1,000 pop

Ashford 2,577 1,904 -26.1% 16.0 

Canterbury 3,625 3,181 -12.2% 21.1 

Dartford 2,069 2,046 -1.1% 20.9 

Dover 3,018 2,659 -11.9% 23.8 

Gravesham 2,735 2,705 -1.0% 26.5 

Maidstone 3,102 2,712 -12.6% 17.4 

Sevenoaks 1,717 1,561 -9.0% 13.5 

Shepway 2,694 2,619 -2.8% 24.2 

Swale 3,285 3,047 -7.2% 22.3 

Thanet 4,564 4,376 -4.1% 32.5 

Tonbridge and Malling 2,196 1,794 -18.3% 14.8 

Tunbridge Wells ,1978 1,779 -10.0% 15.4 

KCC Total 33,560 30,383 -9.5% 20.7 

Medway 7,991 7,065 -11.6% 26.6

Kent Total 41,551 37,448 -9.9% 21.6 
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Whilst both our Boroughs have seen reductions in ASB incidents at a lower rate than the majority of areas 

across the County, it is important to note that at the end of the previous financial year both boroughs had 

seen very considerable decreases, a 17.2% reduction in Dartford with a 21.3% reduction in Gravesham.  

 

These were amongst the greatest reductions seen in the County and it is therefore encouraging that these 

levels have not only been sustained but continued to fall. This helps to provide clear evidence of the 

successful work being undertaken in both boroughs to both reduce ASB and support victims. 

 

In April-November 2014, the Ward areas in Dartford experiencing higher levels of ASB were: Town (348 

incidents), Swanscombe (325 incidents) and Joyce Green (226 incidents).  In Gravesham, the key Wards 

recoding a greater number of incidents were:  Pelham (434 incidents), Riverside (387 incidents) and Central 

(360 incidents). 

 

When considering the number of ASB incidents per 1,000 population Dartford’s rate of 20.9 incidents is 

practically on a par with the majority of Kent Districts and lower than that recorded in Medway.  

Gravesham’s rate of 26.5 incidents per 1,000 population is aligned to neighbouring Medway’s rate and 

compares to a Kent-wide average of 21.6 incidents. 

 

Changes to the collection of perception data 
 

Changes to the Kent Crime and Victimisation Survey (KCVS) came into effect on 1 April 2013 in an attempt 

to streamline the content and questions so that the focus is on public satisfaction and confidence with the 

police response.  The survey no longer includes questions that relate to people’s perceptions of different 

types of ASB or fear of crime and therefore, it is not possible to include current perception data within this 

Strategic Assessment. 

 

Accidental and deliberate fires 

 

Areas that experience higher levels of ASB are often also locations that record a greater number of both 

accidental and deliberate fires.  Information has been provided by Kent Fire and Rescue Service (KFRS) for 

the financial year ending 31 March 2013 compared to the previous year for the purpose of the Assessment 

process.  Figures suggest that there has been a significant reduction in total fires across the County both of 

those ignited accidentally and those started deliberately and this pattern has also been seen in both 

Dartford and Gravesham. 

Total Fires (KFRS) 

Area 2011-12 2012-13 % +/- 

Dartford 393 247 -37.2% 

Gravesham 369 266 -27.9% 

KCC 4922 3391 -31.1% 

 

Accidental Fires (KFRS) 

Area 2011-12 2012-13 % +/- 

Dartford 182 117 -35.7% 

Gravesham 134 90 -32.8% 

KCC 2599 1917 -26.2% 

 

Deliberate Fires (KFRS) 

Area 2011-12 2012-13 % +/- 

Dartford 211 130 -38.4% 

Gravesham 235 176 -25.1% 

KCC 2323 1474 -36.5% 
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Road Safety 
 

Casualties from road traffic collisions have increased across the county by 0.5% (26), from 5,665 to 5,691. 

Gravesham has a much lower accident rate than Dartford, the M25 passes through Sevenoaks and Dartford 

which might explain the similarity in accident numbers between the two boroughs, add in the A2 and the 

Dartford crossing and it explains Dartford’s high figure. 

 

Those killed or seriously injured (KSI) have decreased across Kent by 1.2%, only four districts saw an 

increase in this figure, Gravesham being one with 14 in 2011/12 rising to 21 in 2012/13, an increase of 50%. 

Dartford saw an decrease from 37 in 2011/12 to 31 in 2012/13, a reduction of 16.2% The number of those 

KSI aged under 16 fare very low with both boroughs seeing a reduction over the same period, Gravesham 

seeing a 50% reduction,  4 down to 2 and Dartford seeing a 60% reduction, 5 down to 2. 

 

Only 29.2% of drivers involved in collisions in Dartford district are actually residents of the Dartford district, 

a higher proportion of drivers (37.98%) who crash in Dartford actually live outside of Kent, in Gravesham 

this figure is around 9.7%. 

 

Of all the collisions involving drivers/riders from the Dartford district nearly 50% of them were in part due 

to driver/rider error or reaction. Looking at the sub categories within this category the 3 most common 

reasons are failed to look properly, failed to judge other person’s path/speed and loss of control. This data 

is not yet available for Gravesham. 

 

All Casualties 

 

District Name 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 No. diff. % diff. Rank 

Ashford 528 493 522 29 5.9% 9 

Canterbury 544 509 517 8 1.6% 8 

Dartford 633 595 558 -37 -6.2% 10 

Dover 421 361 385 24 6.6% 3 

Gravesham 362 334 381 47 14.1% 2 

Maidstone 657 640 666 26 4.1% 12 

Sevenoaks 478 517 560 43 8.3% 11 

Shepway 385 350 369 19 5.4% 1 

Swale 480 504 443 -61 -12.1% 6 

Thanet 459 477 412 -65 -13.6% 5 

Tonbridge and Malling 546 475 482 7 1.5% 7 

Tunbridge Wells 408 410 396 -14 -3.4% 4 

KCC 5,901 5,665 5,691 26 0.5% - 

 

The CSP formed a Road Safety sub group following the inclusion of road safety as a priority, this group has 

begun to become an effective group but it is not able to effectively tackle the issue of people being killed or 

seriously injured on the strategic road network given that the large proportion of people involved in 

accidents are not resident in either borough. Instead the group has chosen to focus on supporting 

education initiatives and local issues that have arisen under the road safety banner. Key partners for this 

group to be effective are Kent Police, Kent Fire and Rescue and KCC Highway Services, if the group is to 

continue an agreement needs to be reached about which agencies is best placed to act as the chair of the 

group and commitment towards this shared priority be refreshed. 
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Dartford and Gravesham Community Safety Partnership 

Contacts List 

Dartford Borough Council  

Community Safety Unit 

Gravesham Borough Council 

Community Safety Unit 

Civic Centre 

Home Gardens 

Dartford 

Kent DA1 1DR 

 

Tel. 01322 343000 

www.safedartford.gov.uk 

1
st

 Floor, Civic Centre 

Windmill Street 

Gravesend 

Kent DA12 1AU 

 

Tel. 01474 337000 

www.safegravesham.gov.uk 

Kent Police Kent County Council 

Community Safety Unit 

Thames Way 

Northfleet 

Gravesend 

Kent DA11 8BD 

 

Tel. 01474 369055 

www.kent.police.uk 

1
st

 Floor, Invicta House 

Maidstone 

Kent ME14 1XX 

 

Tel. 08458 247247 

www.kent.gov.uk 

Kent Fire & Rescue Service Kent Probation 

The Godlands 

Straw Mill Hill 

Maidstone 

Kent ME15 6XB 

 

Tel. 01622 692121 

www.kent.fire-uk.org 

Joynes House 

New Road 

Gravesend 

Kent DA11 0AT 

 

Tel. 01474 569546 

www.kentprobation.org 

Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley Clinical 

Commissioning Group 

Kent Police and Crime Commissioner 

2
nd

 Floor, Gravesham Civic Centre 

Windmill Street 

Gravesend 

Kent DA12 1AU 

 

Tel: 03000 424903 

www.dartfordgraveshamswanleyccg.nhs.uk 

Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner 

Kent Police Headquarters 

Sutton Road 

Maidstone  

Kent ME15 9BZ 

 

Tel: 01622 677055 

www.kent-pcc.gov.uk 
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CRIME and DISORDER (Overview & Scrutiny) COMMITTEE 
  

WORK PROGRAMME for the 2013-14 MUNICIPAL YEAR and 
BEYOND 

 
Detail: 
 
On a discretionary basis and with the prior agreement of the 
Community Safety Partnership (CSP) as appropriate, a review of 
the contribution made by the following partner agencies to the 
aims of the CSP; 
 

• Kent County Council – KCC’s responsibilities for [Community Safety] 
Highways, Youth and Trading Standards under the 2-tier system for the 
County are obvious areas for future Committee interest; 
 

• Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley Clinical Commissioning Group –
following the establishment of new Commissioning Group. 
 

Plus: 
• Review the impact of Police and Crime Commissioners and Police and 

Crime Panels on community safety in Dartford; 
 

• Other Draw-Downs to be decided on an ad-hoc basis. 
 
On a statutory basis to; 
 

• Consider the CSP’s annual Strategic Assessment (SA) document; 
• Consider the CSP’s annual Community Safety Plan document; 
 

The topics / subjects listed above are presently scheduled to be included in 
the Work Plan (WP) as set out below.  
 
The WP is subject to review at each meeting of the Committee, when 
discretionary items can be rescheduled and/or new items added; in 
accordance with the Committee’s wishes and the guidance of the Strategic 
Director.  
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Work Plan 2013-14 and Beyond 
 
 
 
Meeting  Work Plan Items  
Summer 
2013 

Community Safety 
and Action Plan 
2013 

Presentation on Community Safety by 
Community Safety Manager, KCC 

 

Winter  
2014 

Strategic 
Assessment 
2013/14 

Dartford, Gravesham and Swanley Clinical 
Commissioning Group (DGS CCG): 
Contribution to the Aims of the CSP 
 
Kent Police and Crime Panel (PCP): Overview 
presentation from Dartford representative, 
Councillor A R Martin (Deputy Leader) 
 

 

Summer 
2014 

Community Safety 
and Action Plan 
2014 

Review of the introduction of Police and Crime 
Commissioners and the Police and Crime 
Panel and the impact on community safety in 
Dartford 

 

Winter 
2015 

Strategic 
Assessment 2014 

Review  any new legislation addressing anti-
social behaviour (ASB) and its impact on 
community safety in Dartford 

 

    

 
 
Member Services        February 2014 
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